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CUDA's Latest Posts
Display problems? Open this email in your web browser.

Generic Universal Design Position Statement

Has your organisation has been wanting to draft a universal design position statement and
not sure where to start? Well, CUDA has devised a generic document to get you going.  The
CUDA Universal Design Position Statement covers all the basics in a straightforward way. At
the end of the document, organisations can insert links to their own policy documents that …

Read The Post

Making Melbourne inclusive and accessible

Melbourne is one of the most 'liveable' cities in the world and the Victorian Government wants
to keep it that way. But Melbourne can't be truly liveable if it isn't inclusive and accessible for
all. Infrastructure projects, buildings, open space, and transportation need to link together
seamlessly.  Melbourne has done some good work. Retrofitting tactile footpath indicators and
Auslan-interpreted performances …

Read The Post

Size matters in urban design

Walkability is much more than paved walkways. To encourage people to get out and about,
places and spaces need to be inviting. We know that urban design impacts our health and
wellbeing so it's important to get it right. Whether people go by foot, e-mobility or mobility
device, size matters in urban design.  Nikola Babic says that the scale and form …

Read The Post
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Universal design and gardens

COVID has shown us how important gardens are to everyday life. Whether it's a home
garden or a park garden, they are good for our wellbeing. But not all botanical and park
gardens are accessible to all. Applying the principles of universal design in gardens in the
planning process is a good way to go.  The American Society of Landscape …

Read The Post

Doing plain language is a process

Accessibility and universal design have arrived in written language. People who can read and
write well, think that everyone else has that capability. But writing a document or webpage in
plain language takes a lot of thought. Doing plain language is a process. This point is well
made in a blog article. Kelsie Acton writes about her plain language experiences …

Read The Post

visits4u Inclusive Tourism

Who is the customer of inclusive tourism? Everyone! This is the introduction to the visits4u
Access Guide for tourism operators. The Guide is from Europe. It has a project guide and a
short online training course. The good part of this training course is that it comes in text and
audio voice-over. A PDF transcription for each module is available …

Read The Post

Cognitive disability digital accessibility guide

The ability to access online content provides access to goods and services, and in COVID
times, each other. But content on websites and smart phones is not user-friendly for
everyone, particularly people with cognitive disability. However, digital communication is here
to stay and it needs to be inclusive. The Cognitive Disability Digital Accessibility Guide
explains the important aspects for organisations …

Read The Post
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CUDA Notice of Annual General Meeting

CUDA invites members and guests to the 5th Annual General Meeting. It will be held virtually
on Zoom. The date is Tuesday 12 October 2021 at 1:00 pm Sydney time. Please RSVP to
udaustralia@gmail.com to receive the Zoom connection details.  The Annual Report has all
our activities for the 2020-2021 year.  Support CUDA's work with a donation

Read The Post

Handbook of Inequalities in Later Life: seeking contributions

Dr Catherine Earl PhD and Dr Philip Taylor PhD FGSA are seeking contributions to the
Handbook of Inequalities in Later Life. It will be published by Edward Elgar Publishing as part
of its Ageing, Work and Welfare Series. Description: Amid much international debate about
the economic and social implications of increasing longevity and efforts to promote
successful ageing this book will be …
 
Read more

Conferences and calls for papers

New conferences regularly added to the list and updated. Just added: 
 
Carers NSW Conference: The Secret Life of Carers. Virtual free event Thursday 7 October
2021. This conference will explore new understandings about the carer journey, and
showcase new and innovative initiatives in policy, programs and practice in meeting the
needs of carers in NSW.
The Last Mile Congress dialogue on everything 'last mile'. On Zoom Wed 10 November 1:00-
5:00pm. Free. Topics include e-mobility, digital wayfinding, mobility as a service.
6th International Conference on Universal Design in Italy. Call for papers closes 31
October 2021. 
 
Presentations and papers from the UD2021 4th Australian Universal Design Conference are
available now. 
 
Read more

Membership renewals due, or join now.
Support for this newsletter by becoming a member. Annual Membership is $33.00. Set and
forget Lifetime Membership is $110.00 inc GST. Corporate is $220.00 inc GST.
Pay by PayPal, credit card or bank transfer. Members are entitled to use the CUDA logo on
electronic stationery and receive discounted CUDA events. 
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Already a member? RENEW now for 2021-2022. You can also DONATE to support this
newsletter, the website and the work of CUDA .

  
Your support really counts. It helps us spread the word on inclusive practice via social media,
advocacy work, and submission writing.

Free Online Learning

Home Coming? Framing Housing Policy for the Future
This course will help you get your head around the complexities and see how universal
design can make things simple. For policy makers, urban planners, housing professionals
and home builders. Find out more! Takes less than an hour to do.

Introduction to Universal Design
You can do this one on your phone! Certificate at the end. covers principles, goals,
stereotyping and diversity. A good overview for anyone. Takes less than an hour.

Centre for Universal Design Australia is proudly supported by

You can find the last six newsletters in the newsletter archive.
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